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Former presidents Bill Clinton and George H.W. Bush will serve as honorary chairmen of a new center at the University of Arizona that will focus on civility in political debate, university officials will announce Monday.

U of A panel assesses threats before they get serious

2 children hurt after bouncy house takes flight

COLUMN: No one looks out for poor (Dr. Rainer Gruessner mentioned)

$3 million grant awarded to Arizona Cancer Center

Researchers from University of Arizona, Environmental Health Sciences Center Detail New Studies and Findings in the Area of Metabolism

Findings from University of Arizona, Environmental Health Sciences Center in Metabolism Reported

Tucker: Budget-cutters have no sympathy for the poor (Dr. Rainer Gruessner mentioned)

Book festival's schedule is online

Mary Hope Wycoff Browning

Arizona doctor gets university grant

VIDEO: Kids in jumping castle in Marana, Arizona land in roof 100 feet away

Poor an unpopular topic these days (Dr. Rainer
Gruessner mentioned)

Saint Francis Medical Center welcomes Cape Care for Women (Ann E. Behrend-Uhls, MD, FACOG) 02/19/2011 Daily Journal

They've been given life: Kidney donations are common, but finding donors tough 02/19/2011 Green Valley News

Do Graduates of the U Arizona Fellowship Establish Integrative Medicine Practices? Survey Findings from Richard Schneider, MD 02/19/2011 HealthWorld Online

10-year-old injured after jumping castle goes airborne 02/19/2011 KVOA-TV - Online

UA's Dan Spaite receives $1M emergency medicine chair 02/19/2011 Phoenix Business Journal - Online

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET-CUTTERS HAVE NO SYMPATHY FOR THE POOR (Dr. Rainer Gruessner mentioned) 02/19/2011 Yahoo! News